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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents the motivation for this thesis, introduces the problem that was solved
and describes how the rest of the thesis is organized.
1.1. Motivation
A number of hot mix asphalt (HMA) types, such as permeable friction course (PFC), stone
mastic asphalt (SMA), performance design mixes and conventional dense graded mixes are
currently used to construct or overlay Texas roads. One of the important inputs into current
pavement design programs used by the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) is the
performance life of HMA mixes. This information significantly impacts the life-cycle cost
analyses of pavement structures and the selection of the HMA type used for a road. Knowing the
performance life of HMA mixes also is key to the development of pavement maintenance
programs. Currently designers in Texas estimate the performance life of different HMA mixes
(including the frequency of overlay) in a highly subjective manner. In order to decide what mix
type is best for a road, all information related to construction, reconstruction, and maintenance
jobs should be analyzed. This analysis can quantify the lifetime of roads and, thus, different
mixes. At this point in time there is no software system that provides this capability. It could be
done manually by collecting and analyzing the necessary information, but this is a very timeconsuming process.
There is one system that contains the road construction, reconstruction or maintenance (job)
plans for the state of Texas, but these plans are scans of actual blueprints with varying degrees of
detail. In this system identifying when a job was done is time consuming – one has to examine a
set of associated blueprints to find the required information. This process includes human
1

selection and reasoning, which possibly could be implemented using very sophisticated computer
recognition and expert system technologies. In addition, the state of Texas also has multiple data
repositories that contain information about the roads in Texas. However, the tables in these
repositories are in different formats and, thus, cannot be unified easily.
Accordingly, to determine the best mix type for a particular job or to analyze the
performance of a mix or a road, a new system can be developed to rationally quantify the HMA
mix performance. This system must have access to all available data concerning road
construction, reconstruction, and maintenance jobs, hereinafter called jobs. A user should be able
to easily access and analyze this data, and, thus, the system should facilitate decision-making in
terms of what mix to use for a job based on the mix performance.
1.2. Contribution
This thesis presents such a software system, which is called the Performance Life of HMA
Mixes in Texas (PERMIT) tool. PERMIT is an online tool that uses parts of existing systems as
its foundation. PERMIT has many important features; it:


provides easy access to relevant road construction, reconstruction and maintenance
data;



computes and presents statistics that are derived from this data;



visualizes this data using Google maps;



requires no installation and can be accessed using any internet browser; and



given a district and a mix type, provides statistics about that mix type based on all the
information provided in the selected district. As will discuss later, to provide this
information, PERMIT analyzes the performance of the mix types used under

2

conditions associated with the targeted class of roads and gives an estimate of the life
of each mix type.
1.3. Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized in five chapters. This chapter introduces the problem and PERMIT,
the tool that was developed to address the objective. Chapter 2 focuses on existing systems that
incorporate information relevant to the design and implementation of PERMIT, while Chapter 3
describes the specifications, design, and implementation of PERMIT. Several use cases that
illustrate how the system is used are presented in Chapter 4. To conclude, Chapter 5 presents
conclusions limitations and future work that can be done to enhance PERMIT.

3

CHAPTER 2.

RELATED WORK

This chapter presents the software systems/repositories that are being used by the Texas
Department of Transportation to analyze the performance of roadways. It also discusses why it is
necessary to develop a new tool for this purpose.
2.1. Background
Currently, various pavement management systems (PMS) are utilized by TxDOT to store and
update historical records pertaining to the design, construction and distress information of Texas
roads. Below is a brief description of the existing PMS, which track the construction of hot mix
asphalt overlays, rehabilitations and reconstructions, as well as their historical data. Following
these descriptions is Table 2.1, which compares and contrasts each of the PMS and indicates the
capabilities of each.
1. Pavement Management Information System (PMIS)
The PMIS contains information which is based on visual distress surveys, for most roads
in Texas as shown by Webb[2]. This information is collected annually, and it is gathered
for every one-tenth mile of all roads. For each one-tenth mile of a road in the system, it
contains distress information and the GPS coordinates of its location.
2. Design and Construction Information System (DCIS)
The DCIS contains a large amount of information about the construction, reconstruction
and maintenance of most roads in Texas. For each job in the system, the data that are
relevant to PERMIT are: the start and end locations of the road work, the date of the job,
and a link to the related entry in the Letting Database which indicates the mix types that
were used.

4

3. Letting Database
The Letting Database is a database complied by TxDOT since 1960. It contains data such
as the quantity and type of mix used, for most jobs done in the state of Texas. The
database documents the let data (jobs set up to bid for contractors) pertinent to asphaltic
concrete jobs in Texas. As such, it provides the HMA mix type, let date, mixture
quantity, as well as the district, county and specific roadway of the let jobs. It provides
the letting date for asphaltic concrete jobs in Texas. Note that there may have been many
lets for a single job. This means that for a single construction job, many mix types were
used one on top of another. The letting database keeps track of all the mix types used but
not the order in which they were placed.
4.

Construction Plans
This repository contains the construction, reconstruction and maintenance plans for most
roads in Texas. The plans are very specific and detailed. They contain all the information
for any given construction job in the system. This information is provided publicly by
TxDOT[3].

Table 2.1 PERMIT-Relevant Data Contained in Texas Road Software Systems/Repositories.
Software
System
/
Repository
PMIS
DCIS
Letting DB
Construction
Plans

Start
Mix
and End Types
Points

Distress
Information

GPS Coordinates

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

5

2.2. Relevance
Even though there are existing software systems/repositories that support the construction,
reconstruction and maintenance of roadways in Texas, there is no one system that can provide
information on the performance of the HMA for decision-making, e.g., information about when
roadways were reconstructed and/or how long each mix type lasted. Since these existing
repositories do not communicate with each other, the only way to access such information is to
do it manually, which is a time-consuming process that includes studying construction,
reconstruction and maintenance plans. To facilitate access to such information, a new system is
needed. Over the years, TxDOT, through research projects and contracts, has made several
attempts to develop such a system. One example is the Texas flexible pavement database by
Banerjee, et al. [1] which contains information for 200 sections that are monitored annually;
however, not all entries include material properties.
A comprehensive system is needed because currently the individual systems do not have
direct means of linking information. Over the years, each system was developed independently
and maintained independently. If designed correctly, the new system should:
1. Structure a database composed of DCIS, Letting and PMIS historical data,
documenting the service life of each constructed HMA surface course in Texas.
2. Perform statistical analyses of a comprehensive database and present the service
lives of HMA surface courses through various historical service life distributions
and trends.
3.

Be easily maintainable and extensible, e.g. should support annual updates.

6

2.3. Overview of New Software System
The new software system that was developed as part of this thesis is called the Performance
Life of HMA Mixes in Texas (PERMIT). PERMIT combines aspects of the PMIS, DCIS and
Letting Database. These software systems provided the foundation for building the new system,
which offers the benefits of each. Together these existing software systems contain the
information needed to facilitate the selection of the mix type to use for a job and the analysis of
the performance of roads and mixes: the start and end locations, mix type used, distress data and
GPS coordinates of the subject roadway. Building upon this foundation, PERMIT was designed
and implemented to meet the above-mentioned objectives and, thus, provide an efficient and
easy-to-use tool to analyze road and mix performance.

7

CHAPTER 3.

METHODOLOGY

This chapter focuses on the overall design and implementation of PERMIT and each of its
components. Section 3.1 presents the overall design of the system, and introduces its subsystems.
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 focus on the design and implementation of the individual subsystems.
3.1. Overall System Design
PERMIT is composed of two major components: the frontend GUI and the database behind
it. As shown in Figure 3.1, the GUI allows for making queries, showing a visual result of the
query on a map and the statistical information of the analyzed information. The second system as
shown in Figure 3.2 is the database system, which is composed of the sections created by
integrating the DCIS, Letting Database and PMIS databases.

8

Figure 3.1 PERMIT GUI
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PERMIT
Database
System
Point
Subsystem
DCIS

Sections
Subsystem

Letting
PMIS
Databas
Databas
e
es
Figure 3.2 Composition of PERMIT Database System

3.1.1. Database System
The PERMIT database system is comprised of two main tables. The first is called Points. As
shown in Table 3.1 this Points table contains data regarding all specific points, or locations, on a
road where information was gathered. The information in the points table is used to know which
location has had which distresses over a specific period of time. Relevant information about
distresses is available in the PMIS. In addition, it stores the Control section Job (CSJ) of the
construction, rehabilitation, and maintenance of each given point. And, finally, it contains data
that can be used to determine how many years passed between maintenance/rehabilitation events.
Note that if no maintenance to a specific location has occurred, this means that the location is
still in service and its current life performance is the time from the last maintenance to the
current date.

10

Table 3.1 Points Table Structure
Field

Type

Origin

DCIS_ISN

int(11)

DCIS

DATE

int(11)

DCIS

HIGHWAY

varchar(7)

DCIS

BEG_REF_MARKER_NBR

varchar(5)

DCIS

BEG_REF_MARKER_DISP

double

DCIS

DISTRICT_NUMBER

int(11)

DCIS

COUNTY_NUMBER

int(11)

DCIS

CSJ

varchar(9)

DCIS

RECONSTRUCTED

varchar(3)

Derived Value

years

double

Derived Value

mixType

varchar(15)

Letting

LATITUDE_MEAS

varchar(255)

PMIS-automated rutting

LONGITUDE_MEAS

varchar(255)

PMIS-automated rutting

TRAFFIC_CLASS

double

PMIS-Data Collection Section

SPEED_LIMIT

double

PMIS-Data Collection Section

AADT

double

PMIS-Data Collection Section

KIP18

double

PMIS-Data Collection Section

truck_pct

double

PMIS-Data Collection Section

facility_type

char(4)

PMIS-Data Collection Section

pvmt_type

int(2)

PMIS-Data Collection Section

BLOCK_C

double

PMIS-Condition Summary

ALLIGATOR_C

double

PMIS-Condition Summary

LONGITUDE_C

double

PMIS-Condition Summary

TRANSVERSE_C

double

PMIS-Condition Summary

PATCHING_C

double

PMIS-Condition Summary

FLUSHING_C

double

PMIS-Condition Summary
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RAVELING_C

double

PMIS-Condition Summary

CONDITION_S

double

PMIS-Condition Summary

RIDE_S

double

PMIS-Condition Summary

DISTRESS_S

double

PMIS-Condition Summary

iriLeft

double

PMIS-Condition Summary

iriRight

double

PMIS-Condition Summary

iriBoth

double

PMIS-Condition Summary

SHALLOW_RUTTING

double

PMIS-Condition Summary

DEEP_RUTTING

double

PMIS-Condition Summary

As shown in Table 3.2, the second table, which is called Sections, contains information
associated with a group of points where information was gathered – such a group is called a
section. The main difference between the Points and Sections tables is that each entry in Points
pertains to only one location/one tenth of a mile, whereas each entry in Sections pertains to a
section, which has start and end locations. It is assumed that all points between a section’s start
and end locations are part of that section. Since the Points table has a separate distress field
(DISTRESS_S) for each point in the table, as shown in Table 3.2, the Sections table has three
distress fields for each section in the table, i.e., DISTRESS_S_avg, DISTRESS_S_min and
DISTRESS_S_max, which are derived from the distress field values of the Points table entries of
the member points. The values recorded in these three fields of a Sections table entry are the
average of the distress field values recorded in the Points table entries of all the points in the
section, the minimum of these values and the maximum, respectively.
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Table 3.2 Sections Table Structure
Field

Type

Origin

DISTRICT_NUMBER
HIGHWAY

int(11)
varchar(7)

Points
Points

BEG_REF_MARKER_NBR
BEG_REF_MARKER_DISP

varchar(5)
double

Points
Points

DATE
mixType

int(11)
varchar(15)

Points
Points

DCIS_ISN
years

int(11)
double

Points
Points

reconstructed
END_REF_MARKER_NBR
END_REF_MARKER_DISP
totalPoints
distance
AADT_avg
AADT_min
AADT_max
TRAFFIC_CLASS_avg
TRAFFIC_CLASS_min
TRAFFIC_CLASS_max
SPEED_LIMIT_avg
SPEED_LIMIT_min
SPEED_LIMIT_max
KIP18_avg
KIP18_min
KIP18_max
PVMNT_TYPE

varchar(3)
varchar(5)
double
int(11)
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
int(2)

Points
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value

FACILITY_TYPE
TRUCK_PCT_avg

char(2)
double

Derived Value
Derived Value

TRUCK_PCT_min
TRUCK_PCT_max

double
double

Derived Value
Derived Value

BLOCK_C_avg
BLOCK_C_min

double
double

Derived Value
Derived Value

BLOCK_C_max
ALLIGATOR_C_avg

double
double

Derived Value
Derived Value

ALLIGATOR_C_min
ALLIGATOR_C_max

double
double

Derived Value
Derived Value
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LONGITUDE_C_avg
LONGITUDE_C_min

double
double

Derived Value
Derived Value

LONGITUDE_C_max
TRANSVERSE_C_avg

double
double

Derived Value
Derived Value

TRANSVERSE_C_min
TRANSVERSE_C_max

double
double

Derived Value
Derived Value

PATCHING_C_avg
PATCHING_C_min

double
double

Derived Value
Derived Value

PATCHING_C_max
FLUSHING_C_avg

double
double

Derived Value
Derived Value

FLUSHING_C_min
FLUSHING_C_max

double
double

Derived Value
Derived Value

RAVELING_C_avg
RAVELING_C_min
RAVELING_C_max
CONDITION_S_avg
CONDITION_S_min
CONDITION_S_max
RIDE_S_avg
RIDE_S_min
RIDE_S_max
DISTRESS_S_avg
DISTRESS_S_min
DISTRESS_S_max
iriLeft_avg
iriLeft_min
iriLeft_max
iriRight_avg

double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double

Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value

iriRight_min
iriRight_max

double
double

Derived Value
Derived Value

iriBoth_avg
iriBoth_min

double
double

Derived Value
Derived Value

iriBoth_max
SHALLOW_RUTTING_avg

double
double

Derived Value
Derived Value

SHALLOW_RUTTING_min
SHALLOW_RUTTING_max

double
double

Derived Value
Derived Value

DEEP_RUTTING_avg
DEEP_RUTTING_min
DEEP_RUTTING_max

double
double
double

Derived Value
Derived Value
Derived Value
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CSJ

varchar(9)

Points

3.1.2. GUI System
PERMIT’s Graphical User Interface (GUI) shown in Figure 3.1allows a user to easily
formulate queries. Currently the response to a query includes the locations of all the sections
associated with a job, along with the life times of the sections. The GUI uses Google Maps to
display visual information to the user, e.g., it plots the locations of jobs and the sections that
comprise them. Queries include and can be filtered by one or more of the following data:


District



Mix Type



Service Life



PMIS Condition Score



PMIS Distress Score



PMIS Ride Score



Traffic Category



Facility Type



Pavement Type



Truck %

A query results in the GUI system initiating a query to the database system. Information
about all the selected filters is sent to the database, then, the database system transmits the
matching data to the GUI system, which then processes it and displays it. The GUI displays
relevant statistics and a visual representation of the information queried by the user about
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matching sections in a Google map. Currently, the statistics associated with all matching sections
for a query are:


Average



Minimum



Maximum



Median



Standard Deviation



Covariance



Mode



5 and 95 Percentile



1st and 3rd Quartile

The number of sections that matched the selected filters used in these statistics is also shown.
The information displayed on the map represents each matching section queried, and will be
colored based on how long that section lasted to reconstruction or maintenance.
3.2. Database System Design
As shown in Figure 3.2, the two main tables of the PERMIT database system are the Points
and Sections tables. Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 show their structures. The information that is used
to populate these tables must be extracted from other databases (PMIS, DCIS, and Letting
Database). The following subsections describe this process.
3.2.1. Population of the Points Table
As shown in Figure 3.1, the Points table merges information stored in three databases: (1) the
Design and Construction Information System (DCIS), (2) the Pavement Management
16

Information System (PMIS), and (3) the Letting Database. As shown, the construction
information in the DCIS is used to get beginning and ending locations for construction jobs /
maintenances. The PMIS is used to get distress information for every one tenth of a mile in each
construction job. The Letting Database is used to get the top mix layer used in the construction
job. The next sections provide a more in depth view of this process.

Figure 3.3 Sources of Data in Points Table.

3.2.1.1.

Integration of DCIS Data

The Design and Construction Information System (DCIS) contains information related to the
location of the jobs/maintenances for which it has entries. The information needed to populate
the Points table is: (1) Control section job (CSJ) of each job in the system, which works as a
unique identifier for each job and (2) the start and end locations of each job.
DCIS is composed of six different Microsoft Access files:


DCIS_VIEWS_ALL



DCIS_VIEWS1



DCIS_VIEWS2
17



DCIS_VIEWS3



DCIS_VIEWS4



DCIS_VIEWS5

All of these database files contain information about the included jobs, but there is one file,
DCIS_VIEWS5, that has a table, dcis_project_information_vw, that contains general information
about each job. The information in this table, the structure of which is presented in Appendix A,
includes the information needed to identify each job and its location. This information is
contained in 19 columns of this table, which is used to populate a PERMIT table, called the
DCIS_table, which is depicted in Table 3.3. Note that since the tables in the DCIS files are
linked by a primary key (column with a unique identifier), if more job information is required in
the future, it can be accessed by linking to these tables using the primary key (same unique key
for all tables).

Table 3.3 DCIS_table: 19 Columns of dcis_project_information_vw, a Table within DCIS.
Column Name

Data
Type

Maximum
Length

Description

ISN

int

NULL

Unique “primary key”

CONTROL_SECT_JOB

varchar

9

Job identifier <a, b, c>, where a
= control number, b = section
number, and c = job number

DATE_EST_COST

date

NULL

Date when job was done

DISTRICT_NUMBER

int

NULL

District where job was done

COUNTY_NUMBER

int

NULL

County where job was done

HIGHWAY_NUMBER

varchar

7

Highway where job was done

PROJ_CLASS

varchar

3

General type of job

TYPE_OF_WORK

varchar

40

Details of type of job

LIMITS_FROM

varchar

40

Job start location in humanreadable form

LIMITS_TO

varchar

40

Job end location in human-

18

Column Name

Data
Type

Maximum
Length

Description
readable form

LAYMAN_DESCRIPTION1

varchar

60

Comments about job

LAYMAN_DESCRIPTION2

varchar

60

More comments about job

BEG_MILE_POINT

decimal

NULL

Job start location in numeric
form

END_MILE_POINT

decimal

NULL

Job end location in numeric form

CONTRACT_CSJ

varchar

9

Job contract number

BEG_REF_MARKER_NBR

varchar

5

Closest Texas reference marker
to job start location

BEG_REF_MARKER_DISP

decimal

NULL

Distance from closest Texas
reference marker to job start
location

END_REF_MARKER_NBR

varchar

5

Closest Texas reference marker
to job end location

END_REF_MARKER_DISP

decimal

NULL

Distance from closest Texas
reference marker to job end
location

mixType

varchar

15

Mixtype used for top most layer

Referring to Table 3.3, it should be noted that:


The information for a job in the DCIS_table is based on the TxDOT reference marker
(TRM) system explained by Randall [4]. In general, the TRM system labels roads with
reference markers, and displacement from such markers.



For any given highway in any given district there may be multiple jobs. That is, there
may be multiple rows in the DCIS_table with the same district, county, and highway
numbers, but with different beginning and ending markers. This indicates that the
highway was not constructed or reconstructed in its entirety at the same time, but rather
was constructed or reconstructed a portion at a time.
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There are highways with the same HIGHWAY_NUMBER and reference markers but with
different DISTRICT_NUMBER. This happens mostly when highways are continuous
across districts. One example is IH 10 in El Paso; it is continuous to Odessa. IH 10 goes
from reference marker 1 to 186 in El Paso and then, when the district changes to Odessa,
the reference markers start again at 1.

3.2.1.2.

Resolving Missing Reference Markers

Reference markers are in increments of two miles and the displacements are in increments of
0.1 miles. Reference markers are identified in the same way for all roads except interstate
highways. In the former case, reference markers are even numbers with displacements ranging
from 0 to 1.9 miles. For example, Road A starts in reference marker number 10, the next
reference marker number if this road is not a highway is 12, what this means is that in order to
reference anything between 10 and 12, markers displacements are used, and since there is not a
reference marker number 11, it is refer to as reference marker 10 with a displacement of 1 mile.
For the case of interstate highways, however, reference marker numbers increase by one, in order
to reference anything between markers the previous marker is always used plus the displacement.
For interstate highways, displacements range from 0 to 0.9 miles, i.e., displacements are less than
one mile. For the rest, displacements range from 0 to 1.9 miles.
In DCIS, not all jobs have a beginning and ending reference marker. Therefore, the missing
markers make it impossible to know where those jobs are. However, given that some jobs are
built one next to each other, it is possible to get the missing markers. In order to do this, the
information that has to be used is the CONTROL_SECT_JOB. The CONTROL_SECT_JOB of
any job is a 9 digit number; the first three refer to the control, the next three to the section, and
the last three to the job. Jobs built close to each other share the same control and section, and
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what changes is the job. One important piece of information is the BEG_MILE_POINT which
represents the distance where the construction was initiated to the beginning reference marker
and the END_MILE_POINT which represents the location where the construction ended. Also,
the distance between a BEG_MILE_POINT and a END_MILE_POINT is the same as the
distance between the beginning reference marker and the ending reference marker. In Figure 3.4
below, if we assume the beginning mile point is 17, the ending mile point will be 17.5 this is
because if beg mile point starts in the reference marker 32 with displacement 1.5, the distance
from that marker to marker 34 is only 0.5 miles, which should be exactly the same distance
between the mile points.

Figure 3.4 Job with Known Reference Markers (0.5 Miles between Markers)

After analyzing this information it is clear that there is a geometrical relationship between
reference markers and mile points. This relationship is true if and only if the control and section
of the jobs being analyzed is the exactly the same. Using the previous example from Figure 3.4
assume there is a job with missing reference markers but its beginning mile point is 25 and
ending mile point is 27, since in the previous example mile point 17 is located in the reference
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marker 32 with displacement 1.5, it is enough to just add the difference of the mile points which
is 8 (25-17) to the beginning reference marker, in this case the result will be reference marker 40
with displacement 1.5. With this it’s enough to just add the difference of the mile points (27-25)
to the new marker that was found which in this case will mean that the ending reference marker
is 42 with displacement 1.5. Figure 3.5 below shows how the geometrical relationship and
operations are performed based on the different locations the mile points can have.

Figure 3.5 Flowchart of PERMIT Algorithm that Resolves Missing Texas Reference Markers
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3.2.1.3.

Integration Letting DB

The Letting Database (DB) contains information that identifies the mix types used for jobs.
This required information is not in the DCIS. To associate each job in the DCIS with a mix type,
we link the mix-type data in the Letting DB to PERMIT’s DCIS_table, which was just described
and is depicted in Table 3.3. To do this we create a new PERMIT table, called Letting_table, that
contains this data and we link it to the DCIS_table.
The Letting DB is an Excel file (spreadsheet) with a small interface. It is comprised of
multiple sheets, one sheet per major mix type. For example, sheet 341A contains information for
construction jobs associated with mix type 341A. Data in the spreadsheet is hidden/shown after
performing a query on it. The population of the Letting_table from this Excel file is performed
using the four-step process described below.
Step 1. Ensure that the required information is displayed in the Letting DB/Excel file. This is
achieved by performing a query via the interface, shown in Figure 3.6, which allows for searches
by district, mix type, and year. Once the search parameters are specified via the interface,
clicking the DATA button causes the information in the sheet associated with the specified mix
type, year and district to be displayed and sorted by date.
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Figure 3.6 Letting Table Interface with Query Specified.

After running a query, the Letting Database gives the LettingDate, CONTID, District,
County, Route, and description. The description column in this case contains the specific mix
type that was used, with very detailed information. Since working with description columns in an
Excel spreadsheet can be complicated, we use another method to retrieve the mix type data.
Since the major mix types are the names of the sheets of the Excel file, we process one sheet at a
time, extracting all data for that mix type, one mix type at a time. For example, as shown in
Figure 3.7, the sheet 340A refers to mix types in the major mix-type category 340A, and all jobs
with mix types related to 340A are contained in this sheet; Instead of using the mix type that is
shown in the description column, we use the sheet name, in this case 340A.
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Figure 3.7 Sheets of Letting DB.

Step 2. Access all the data in the Letting DB along with the major mix-type category and use it
to populate a new PERMIT table called Letting_table. This is done using the following
algorithm:
1. Create a new table called Letting_table with 11 columns named as
shown in Figure 3.8
2. For each sheet (major mix-type category) in the Excel file
If the sheet name is not GUI, INPUT, PLOTDATE or temp, or it
does not contain “All” in its name
a. Retrieve all the information in the sheet and place it in
the related first 10 columns of the Letting_table
b. Name the 11th column “mixType” and populate it with the
sheet name, i.e., the name of the major mix type category
After executing this algorithm, the Letting_table contains all the data in all the sheets of the
Letting Excel file. Figure Figure 3.8 shows the Letting_table after it is populated and the entries
are ordered by the entry in the LettingDate column. Again, the entries in the column mixType
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refer to the major mix-type categories, which were retrieved from names of the Letting Database
Excel file sheets.

Figure 3.8 Snapshot of Letting_table.

Step 3. Join the newly created table, Letting_table, with PERMIT’s DCIS_table. Recall that the
information in a DCIS_table entry describes one job. However, for any given job, multiple layers
of different mixes are used and, thus, the Letting DB and, thus, the Letting_table, have multiple
entries per job, i.e., one for each mix type used. For example, as shown in Figure 3.9, entries in
the Letting_table with the same numeric value in the CONTID column refer to the same job but
different mixes, i.e., different values in the Description column. Accordingly, the values in
CONTID column associate multiple mix types with a job. In addition, each of these values map
to an entry for that job in the DCIS_table. In particular, if the value in the CONTID column of an
entry in the Letting_table is the same as the value in the CONTRACT_CSJ column of an entry in
the DCIS_table, then these two entries are associated with the same job. And, since there are
multiple entries in the Letting_table for each job, the union of these entries provides a
comprehensive description of the job, in particular, it identifies the multiple mix types used to
complete the job.
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Figure 3.9 Letting_table Example of One Job (same values in CONTID column) with Many Mix
Types (Different Data in Description Column).

Step 4. Using the Letting_table for each job, identify the top-most mix type employed by a job.
For the purposes of PERMIT, we need to identify the top-most mix type employed by each job.
This is because, in general, a road is constructed by layering various mix types and, in terms of
the scope of PERMIT, it is the deterioration of the top-most layer that is of interest. With the
guidance of TxDoT, the following algorithm is used to identify the entry associated with the topmost mix type.
1. Categorize mix types using the major categories listed in Table
3.4, which also associates a unique priority, 1 through 20, with 1
being the highest priority, with each major mix type
2. Given all the entries for the same job, i.e., with the same value
in the CONTID column, remove all entries save the one with the
mix type that has the highest priority (The priorities of the
various major mix types are given in Table 3.4)
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Table 3.4 Mix Type Priority List Along with Major Mix Type Categories.
Major Mix Type Category

Priority

pfc_ar
pfc_pg
sma_d
sma_c
smar_f
cmhb_f
cmhb_c
cam
spc
spd
341c
341d
341f
tbpfc
spa
spb
lra
341b
341a
micro_surfacing

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Now, each job entry in the DCIS_table that has an entry in the Letting_table is linked to it.
Accordingly, each of these job entries is associated with the top-most mix type used for the job.
In this way, most jobs in the DCIS_table have a mix type associated with them. The top-most
mix gotten from the previous list is then stored in the DCIS_table. After this is done, the
Letting_table is no longer used. As an example, consider Figure 3.9 where the major mix-type
categories in the Letting_table (mix Type column) for the example job are 341b, 341c and 341d.
According to the priority list, 341c is ranked higher than either 341b or 341d. Therefore, the mix
type for this job, i.e., the top-most layer used, is 341c. So, in DCIS_table in the column mixType
the value is 341c.
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3.2.1.4.

Integration of PMIS Data

The Pavement Management Information System (PMIS) is composed of multiple tables that
contain data about pavement distress. For this project, although we were given access to more
than three of these tables, we use only three because these are sufficient to attain traffic
information, distress information and GPS coordinates for the roads in Texas. With the
information of these three tables, and DCIS_table a new table is created.
The first table used was COMMON_CNSTR_PMIS_AUTOMATED_RUTTING_VW, contains
GPS coordinates for every one-tenth mile for all roads in Texas. Our main interest in this table is
the GPS coordinates, which are paired with reference markers in order to visualize them, i.e.,
plot them on a map.
The second table used was PMIS_DATA_COLLECTION_SECTION, contains information
related to traffic on any specific road.
The third table used was PMIS_CONDITION_SUMMARY, which contains annually-updated
distress information for each marker.
It is not possible to directly link information in the DCIS_table and the PMIS tables for the
following reasons: (1) the DCIS_table describes sections with beginning and ending locations on
a road, while the PMIS describes specific points on a road. (2) PMIS data is gathered annually,
which means that one point has different information that depends on the year with which it is
associated.
To be able to link DCIS with PMIS, it is necessary to make DCIS into the same format as
PMIS, that is, make roads into points of information.
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In order to link these tables, a new PERMIT table called Points is created. This table
expresses the beginning and ending locations of a job as multiple points, each of which refers to
the job. Referring back to the columns in the DCIS_table, we have beginning and ending
reference marker numbers and displacements. In order to exactly match the information in the
three PMIS tables, we need all points (reference markers numbers with displacements) between
the beginning and ending markers of each job in the DCIS.
The beginning and ending locations of a job are denoted by beginning and ending marker
locations in DCIS_table. To locate a specific location on a road, i.e., a point, a reference marker
and a displacement from that marker are used.
In order to link a job to information in the PMIS, it is required that each section be
partitioned into points or one-tenth mile segments. This is accomplished by the following
algorithm:
For each job in the DCIS_table
Current_location = BEG_REF_MARKER_NBR+BEG_REF_MARKER_DISP + 0.1 mile
While Current_location <= END_REF_MARKER_NBR+END_REF_MARKER_DISP
Create a point for Current_location and associate it with the job’s
data in the PMIS
Increase Current_location by 0.1 miles
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Figure 3.10 0.1-Mile Points (Red Points) of a Job (Green Line).

Figure 3.11 0.1-Mile Distance from Point to Point.
After executing the algorithm, each job is represented as a sequence of points. Accordingly,
in general, a job is displayed on a map as shown in Figure 3.10. As depicted in Figure 3.12, for a
job with beginning reference marker 630 and displacement 1.7, and an ending reference marker
632 and displacement 1.7 going in increments of 0.1miles of displacement, all the locations in
between are stored in the table.
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Figure 3.12 A Job (with Beginning and Ending Markers) Translated into a Sequence of Points.

After each job is represented by a sequence of points, before joining this information to the
PMIS tables, using the Points table, the service life of each section is calculated and it is
determined whether or not the section is in service. To attain this information, the Points table
data is sorted first by district, then by highway, reference marker number, reference marker
displacement, estimated construction date, and, lastly, ISN. When sorted, the table looks similar
to that depicted in Table 3.5.
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Table 3.5 Example of Points Table Sorted by Reference Markers (not all Columns are Shown).
Signed Highway
IH0010 A
IH0010 A
IH0010 A
IH0010 A
IH0010 A
IH0010 A

Reference Marker Reference Marker
Number
Displacement
0138
0.6
0138
0.6
0138
0.6
0138
0.6
0139
0
0139
0

Estimated
Construction Date
2010-08-10
2009-07-03
2009-07-03
2005-07-29
2010-08-10
2005-07-29

Mix Type
341c
341b
341c
341c
341c
341c

Looking carefully at the information in Table 3.5, we see that for marker 138 with
displacement 0.6, there are four entries with three different construction dates. This means that
four different jobs occurred at that point, i.e., on that .01 mile of roadway. To determine the
service life of each of these jobs, PERMIT employs the following algorithm, where
Current_point refers to the point associated with the table entry being processed, First_point is
the point associated with the first entry in the table, Previous_point is the point associated with
the entry that was just processed, and when not specifically noted fields of an entry are
associated with the entry of the Current_point:
For every point in the sorted Points table (a new Current_point)
If Current_point = First_point
Service life = current date – construction date
Else
If district or highway or reference marker or marker
displacement ≠ Previous_point data
Service life = current date - construction date
Else if construction date ≠ Previous_point construction date
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Service life =
Previous_point construction date – construction date

The algorithm processes one point at a time, and examines the construction date. The first
point in any location with the most recent date is the one that is currently found in the road;
therefore it has been up to today’s date. Since it is the most recent job done to a location this is
referred to as “in-service”. For the rest of the information if it is not the most recent, its
considered as “reconstructed”
To recap: we created a Points table, partitioned each job in DCIS into a sequence of points,
each of which has an entry in the Points table, and calculated the service life of each point. What
remains is to join the PMIS distresses, GPS coordinates and traffic information.
Data in the PMIS is stored annually per point. The Points table has an entry per point and we
know the service life of each point. In order to join the PMIS distress information we must keep
track of the year in which each distress was recorded. To do this, for each point we get the
distress data for each year during its service life. In other words, if a point has a construction date
of 2010 and the construction had a service life of two years, we get information for that point,
i.e., for that specific job for 2010, 2011 and 2012. The data is easily gathered because now the
reference marker number, displacement, and year are used to access the necessary information
from the PMIS.
After getting this data, one problem arises; highway information is more specific in the PMIS
than in the DCIS. The DCIS identifies the location of a construction job on a highway, e.g., on
interstate 10, whereas in the PMIS the identified location is more specific, i.e., the location is
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identified in terms of data traffic lanes, e.g., the location of the (re)constructed traffic lanes of
interstate 10. Since the DCIS data provides no way of determining which lane(s) were
(re)constructed by a specific job, given the location of a job on a highway, the data from the
PMIS used by PERMIT is the average of all the lanes in that location. Thus, the PMIS data
stored in PERMIT represents a highway as only one lane and the distress information for points
on the highway is the average of the distress information for the corresponding points in the
lanes that comprise the highway. The final structure of the Points table is shown in Table 3.1.
3.2.2. Sections Database
The main goal of this project is to calculate the life of each construction job based on the mix
type used. To attain this information, it is necessary to know which construction jobs overlap.
Right now the Points table has data that identifies the overlap of jobs. To identify sections in the
Point table, it is necessary to group all points that belong to the same section. In this thesis a
section is a group of points that have: (1) the same job identifier (CSJ), (2) same construction
date and (3) same service life. This comparison can be made by retrieving this information from
the Points table after sorting the entries by its columns in the following order: district, identifier,
i.e., ISN or CJS, highway, service life (Years), reference marker number, reference marker
displacement and PMIS date. As shown in Table 3.6, doing this results in the PMIS data being
grouped by points associated with the same job, construction date, and service life.
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Table 3.6 Example of Points Table Sorted for Sections (not all Columns are Shown)
District

ISN

Highway

Years

25
25
25
25

32439
32439
32439
32439

IH 40
IH 40
IH 40
IH 40

14.48
14.48
14.48
14.48

Ref. Marker
Number
152
151
150
149

Ref.
Marker
Displacement
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

PMIS Date

Mix Type

2004
2004
2004
2004

341d
341d
341d
341d

Using an algorithm similar to the previous one, PERMIT determines at which points sections
start and end. The algorithm begins with the first point in the first entry of the Points table,
denoting it as the beginning of a section (Section.beg_point). Then it examines subsequent
entries until it identifies a point/entry that has a different value in the ISN or Years field, which
we refer to as Current_point and denote as the beginning point of the second section. The
point/entry previous to this, called Previous_point, denotes the end of the first section identified
(Section.end_point). Referring to the pseudo code below, subsequent sections are identified
similarly. Prior to execution of this code assume that Section.beg_point = Current_point and
Previous_point = Current_point.
For every other point in the sorted Points table (a new Current_point)
If Current_point.ISN ≠ Previous_point.ISN) OR (Current_point.Year
≠ Previous_point.Year) {
Section.end_point = Previous_point;
Section distance = Distance between Section.beg_point and
Section.begin_point = Current_point;
Previous_point = Current_point; }
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As an example, consider the execution of this algorithm using the Points table shown in
Table 3.6. The algorithm identifies the points of the section that begins at reference marker 152
with displacement 0.5 and ends at reference marker 149 with displacement 0.5. The distance is
computed by adding the beginning reference marker to the beginning reference marker
displacement and subtracting the result from the sum of the ending reference marker plus the
ending reference marker displacement.
(Ending reference marker +ending reference marker displacement)– (beginning reference
marker + beginning reference marker displacement)
Recall that when the Points table was populated, each point was assigned a date that was the
construction date, the latest reconstruction/maintenance date, or the current date. Since a section
is comprised of multiple points and with each point is stored its own distress information, a
decision must be made with respect to the distress data that should be stored with a section entry
in the Sections table. For the purposes of this thesis, PERMIT stores (1) the minimum distress
associated with the points in the section, (2) the maximum of these points and (3) the average of
these point. As shown in Table 3.2, the structure of a Sections table entry has the related three
fields: maximum, minimum and average of each stored distress.

3.3. GUI System Design
By default, as shown in Figure 3.13, PERMIT displays: (1) a query builder, (2) a graphical
representation of the results of the query and (3) descriptive statistics related to the query. These
sections of the display are related to the three essential components of the GUI system: (1) the
Query Builder, (2) the Graphics Engine, and (3) the Statistics Generator. The query builder
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allows a user to select road sections associated with a region, i.e., a district, a climatic region, or
the entire state of Texas, and by mix type and current service life status (in service or being
reconstructed). Once the road sections of interest are selected, the user can choose to display the
representative ride, distress and condition scores of each point within each section. The service
life results of the selected road sections can be narrowed through selection of traffic category,
facility type, pavement type, and truck traffic percentage. The graphical representation of the
selected road sections are plotted on a Google®-based map, and the service life descriptive
statistics of these sections are displayed in a static text box. A detailed description of the Query
Builder follows.
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(2)

(3)

(1)
Figure 3.13 PERMIT GUI Display: (1) Query Builder, (2) Graphical Representation of Selected
Road Sections, and (3) Descriptive Statistics of Selected Road Sections

As shown in Figure 3.13, the Query Builder is comprised of ten drop-down menus and a Run
Query button. The menus allow a user to build a specific search/query. Each menu is described
below.
As shown in Figure 3.13, at the top level there are a District menu and a Baseline
Comparison menu. The District menu allows the user to select the region in which the road
sections of interest are located: the entire state of Texas, one of the 25 TxDOT districts or a
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climatic zone, i.e., Dry-Cold, Dry-Warm, Moderate, Wet-Cold or Wet-Warm. A comparison of
the mix-type service lives of the selected region and another region, i.e., the entire state of Texas,
one of the 25 TxDOT districts or a climatic zone, can be specified using the Baseline
Comparison menu. When mix-type comparisons are selected, the results are represented both
graphically and as descriptive statistics. As an example, Figure 3.15 shows the output of such a
comparison, i.e., between roads sections in the Fort Worth district vs. those in the entire state of
Texas, while Figure 3.16 presents the related descriptive statistics. Notice that in the Google®based map in Figure 3.15 has the selected District region highlighted red, while the Baseline
Comparison region is highlighted blue. For the selected District region, sections with stored GPS
coordinates are plotted in red along the associated roads. However, in some cases, selected
sections may not be plotted exactly along the associated roads; this may be the case for sections
that are part of curved roads.
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Figure 3.14 District and Baseline Comparison Menus

Figure 3.15 Graphical Representation of Baseline Comparison of the Forth Worth District vs. the
State of Texas
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Figure 3.16 Descriptive Statistics of Baseline Comparison of the Forth Worth District vs. the
State of Texas

As shown in Figure 3.17, there are two drop-down menus associated with HMA Mix Type:
Item and Mix. A user selects from the Item menu first and then from the Mix menu. The
selections provided for mix items and types are a consequence of the items and mixes employed
in the construction, reconstruction or maintenance of the sections that were used to populate the
PERMIT database. Among the provided selections in the Item menu, Special Mix refers to CAM,
LRA, TBPFC or Microsurfacing.
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Figure 3.17 HMA Mix Type Menus: Item Menu and Mix Menu

After selecting a mix type for a specific region, using the Service Life menu, shown in Figure
3.18, the user may request the life status of the selected road sections. Selection of In service
results in analysis of sections with mix types that are currently active and that have not received
major rehabilitation or reconstruction work. The selection of Reconstructed results in analysis of
surface course sections that are no longer in use, i.e., which have been overlayed, rehabilitated or
reconstructed by subsequent jobs.

Figure 3.18 Service Life Menu

The annual representative condition, distress and ride scores of the selected road sections also
can be shown on the Google®-based map. This option is provided by the PMIS drop-down menu
shown in Figure 3.19. The performance of the selected sections based on their condition, distress
and ride scores are shown on the map using the color codes associated with the TxDoT-specified
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performance scales, which are shown in Figure 3.20scales. Figure 3.21 shows a graphical
representation of captured road sections and their representative condition scores in the Austin
district. The performance scores of the selected sections are referred to as representative because
the performance scores of the applicable reference markers in a section are averaged to compute
the section score.

Figure 3.19 PMIS Menu

Figure 3.20 Performance-Scale Color Codes for Condition, Distress and Ride Scores
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Figure 3.21 Example of Representative Condition Scores for Selected Sections in the Austin
District

Using the Optional Criteria menus shown in Figure 3.22, the selection of road sections can
be further narrowed by filtering according to traffic category, highway facility type, pavement
type (pavement structure) and truck traffic percentage. The Traffic Category menu, shown in
Figure 3.23, provides the following options w.r.t. traffic level: All, Low, Medium and High. To
define the traffic level associated with each section, according to TxDOT specifications, i.e., we
used Equation A1 and the AADT and Speed Limit fields in the associated PMIS entry. If the
calculated traffic level is in the range 0-27,500, then the traffic level is defined as Low; if it is in
the range 27,501-165,000, the level is defined as Medium; and if it is greater than 165,000, the
level is defined as High.
The selected road sections can be narrowed further using the Facility Type menu shown in
Figure 3.24. Using this menu, the user can select only IH: interstate highways, FM: farm-tomarket roads, SH: state highways, US: United States numbered highways, or All: all roads.
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Another way that the Query Builder permits the user to narrow its search is via the Pavement
Type menu, which corresponds to the field of the same name in the PMIS. As shown in Figure
3.25, this menu allows the user to select All and, thus, not further narrow the search, or to narrow
the search by selecting one of seven pavement types.
Finally, the search for road sections can be narrowed by using the Traffic % menu, which is
pictured in Figure 3.26. This menu allows the selection of only road sections with a predefined
Truck Traffic Percentage (a PMIS field), i.e., sections with traffic less than or greater than 5, 10,
15, 20, 25 and 30 percent.
(Equation A1)

Figure 3.22 Optional Criteria Menu

Figure 3.23 Traffic Category Menu
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Figure 3.24 Facility Type Menu

Figure 3.25 Pavement Type Menu

Figure 3.26 Truck Traffic Percentage Menu

If there are no sections in the database that meet the user-specified search criteria, the
message shown in Figure 3.27appears in the static descriptive statistics text box.
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Figure 3.27 Message Displayed when No Sections in the Database Meet the User-Specified
Query

3.4. GUI and Database Communication
Given the database and GUI systems described above, to completely describe the design and
development of PERMIT, next we define how they communicate. As mentioned above, the GUI
system has three essential components: (1) the Query Builder, (2) the Graphics Engine, and (3)
the Statics Generator. Selections made to build a query are passed as parameters to the PERMIT
database system, which provides the sections that meet the search criteria and the points that
comprise each section. The latter, which is facilitated by the Points table, is required by the
Graphics Engine to graphically display the results of the query; it places them on the map using
their GPS coordinates. In order to link the points in a section, the points are sorted based on
district, highway, beginning reference marker and marker displacement. A line is drawn to
connect consecutive points as long as they are in the same highway and district, and they are
within a certain distance of each other (PERMIT uses the distance of 2.5 miles).
The information needed by the Statistics Generator to compute the descriptive statistics
associated with a query are provided by the Sections table of the PERMIT database system.
Thus, in this case, the parameters passed by the Query Builder are used to search the Sections
table and the resultant data are used to generate the statistics shown in Figure 3.16.
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CHAPTER 4.

EVALUATION

This chapter describes how the system is evaluated against the primary requirements that the
system had to fulfill. These requirements are described in the motivation, and below is the
explanation of how each was fulfilled. Also, this chapter mentions how the user interacts with
the system and how the user can do the primary purpose of the system.
4.1. Evaluation Metrics
Here are the three major requirements for the system, as described in the motivation:
1. structure a database composed of DCIS, Letting and PMIS historical data, documenting
the service life of each constructed HMA surface course in Texas;
2. perform statistical analyses of a comprehensive database and present the service lives of
HMA surface courses through various historical service life distributions and trends; and
3. be easily maintainable and extensible, e.g. to support annual updates.
Requirement 1 is described thoroughly in the methodology; the requirement is fulfilled when
the points table is created since it has DCIS, Letting, and the PMIS data as well as the service
life. It goes one step further by grouping points and creating sections for better documentation of
the information.
Requirement 2 is done by the sections table, which has all the data related to mix types, and
service lives, and the GUI which has the statistical data which uses the sections table.
Requirement 3 although not much is explained about the actual code done for PERMIT,
updating DCIS, Letting and the PMIS is enough to rerun the algorithms in the methodology and
the new points and sections table are updated accordingly.
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Another metrics used to evaluate the amount of information that PERMIT has is the extent to
which it supports the analysis of the road sections in Texas, i.e., the number of sections that it
creates and analyses. As a point of comparison, Banerjee, et al. [1] created a system that
supported the analysis of 200 road sections.
In PERMIT after getting the major mix types from the Letting Database, as discussed in
chapter 3, there are 11,243 jobs (using the databases from 2013). A unique let job is
distinguished by a unique CSJ and highway number. PERMIT stores the information, including
reference markers, for a total of 5,989 unique let jobs, i.e., unique CSJs. Thus, about 53% of the
Letting Database was merged with the DCIS in order to analyze the service lives of available
surface course mix types. A total of 8,182constructed sections are available in PERMIT for
service life analysis.
4.2.

Use Cases
The following use cases explain the various ways that a user interacts with the system.

Figure 4.1 shows the ways in which a user will use the system. For the most part a user will
make queries to the system, but he/she is also able to download the information, look at statistics
or view the queried sections on a map.
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Figure 4.1 Use Cases
4.2.1. Use Case Domain
Table 4.1 Use Case 1
Use Case 1

Analyze the performance of a specific mix type

Description

User specifies a query

Actor

User

Pre-condition

None

Post-condition

Map and statistics are updated based on query
1. Log on to PERMIT
2. Select a region of interest using the District menu

Flow
3. Select a mix type of interest using the Item and Mix menus
4. Using the Service Life menu, select all, in-service or reconstructed road sections for
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service life analysis
5. Using the PMIS menu, select the performance scores to be displayed on the map
6. Do not select optional criteria to narrow the selected road sections using the Traffic
Category, Facility Type, Pavement Type, and Traffic % menus
7. Click the Run Query button
from Step 6, to narrow the search
6. Select traffic category
7. Select facility type
Alternate flow
8. Select pavement type
9. Select truck traffic percentage
10. Click the Run Query button

Table 4.2 Use Case 2
Use Case 2

Download selected sections

Description

This use case describes how a user can download a file with all the sections that
matched his/her query

Actor

User

Pre-condition

None

Post- condition

A file is downloaded to the user computer containing matching sections with the query
1. Log on to PERMIT
2. Select a region of interest using the District menu

Flow

3. Select a mix type of interest using the Item and Mix menus
4. Using the Service Life menu, select all, in-service or reconstructed road sections for
service life analysis
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5. Using the PMIS menu, select the performance scores to be displayed on the map
6. Do not select optional criteria to narrow the selected road sections using the Traffic
Category, Facility Type, Pavement Type, and Traffic % menus
7. Click the Download Query button
from Step 6, to narrow the search
6. Select traffic category
7. Select facility type
Alternate flow
8. Select pavement type
9. Select truck traffic percentage
10. Click the Download Query button
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Table 4.3 Use Case 3
Use Case 3

Look at sections

Description
This use case describes how a user can view sections on the map

Actor

User

Pre-condition

Use case 1 / query sections must have been performed completely

Post- condition

User can view sections in the map
1. Log on to PERMIT
2. Select the map

Flow
3. Zoom in to desired location
4. Browse color lines

Table 4.4 Use Case 4
Use Case 4

View statistics

Description

This use case describes how a user can view the statistics of a query to perform a
baseline comparison

Actor

User

Pre-condition

Use case 1 / query sections must have been performed completely

Post- condition

User can view statistics on the program
1.

Flow

Log on to PERMIT

2. Select Statistics
3. Analyze the results of the comparison
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CHAPTER 5.

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter summarizes the general composition of PERMIT, and shows the limitations of
the system as well as the future work that can be done to enhance PERMIT.
5.1. Summary
PERMIT is composed of two major components: the frontend GUI and the database behind
it.
The PERMIT database system is comprised of two main tables. The first is called Points. The
points table contains data regarding all specific points, or locations, on a road where information
was gathered. The second table, which is called Sections, contains information associated with a
group of points where information was gathered. Points table merges information stored in three
databases: (1) the Design and Construction Information System (DCIS), (2) the Pavement
Management Information System (PMIS), and (3) the Letting Database. The sections table
merges consecutive points in the points table.
The GUI system has three essential components: (1) the Query Builder, (2) the Graphics
Engine, and (3) the Statics Generator. Selections made to build a query are passed as parameters
to the PERMIT database system, which provides the sections that meet the search criteria and the
points that comprise each section. The returned information is then showed in statistics and also
plotted on a map.
5.2. Limitations
The limitations of PERMIT include the following:


The information in the DCIS dictates how many jobs and, thus, sections are available in
PERMIT for analysis. If the DCIS is missing reference markers for a job and this
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information is not available from another source, then this job is not a candidate for
inclusion in PERMIT.


The number of years a job last, i.e., its service life, is based on information in the DCIS.
If the DCIS is missing an intermediate job, then service life of a job will be artificially
magnified.



The mix type employed by a job in the DCIS is based on the priority list described in
Table 3.4. The priority list is not a one-hundred percent accurate but it reflects what
happens during the majority of construction/reconstruction time.



Information in the PMIS is gathered annually and is not always gathered for all roads.
This means that for some sections/points there may be missing PMIS information during
some years.

5.3. Future Work
There are several parts of PERMIT that can be further enhanced and/or extended. The
following is a partial list of enhancement or extensions that comprise future work:


Enhance the graphical representation so that (a) more specific section information is
displayed when the user clicks on a section and (b) all distress information is displayed.



Improve the generated statistics by analyzing the current data and predicting when
sections will fail, allowing the user to plan when to perform maintenance.



Update the information in the database tables as often as possible to make sure that
resultant search data is current.



Include data from samples taken from the roads in the database system.



Display more accurate results by calibrating the statistics with data from samples (if
included in the database system).
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APPENDIX A
THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION SYSTEM
(DCIS)
This appendix contains all the table structure information of dcis_project_information_vw, a
table in the file DCIS_VIEWS5 located in the DCIS.
Table A.1 DCIS Structure
Column Name

Data Type

Maximum Length

ISN

decimal

NULL

CONTROL_SECT_JOB

varchar

9

DISTRICT_NUMBER

int

NULL

DATE_LAST_REV

int

NULL

TIME_LAST_REV

decimal

NULL

COUNTY_NUMBER

int

NULL

HIGHWAY_NUMBER

varchar

7

PROJ_LENGTH

decimal

NULL

ELIG_FED_FUND

varchar

1

PROJ_CLASS

varchar

3

MANAGER_NUMBER

int

NULL

EST_CONST_COST

decimal

NULL

DATE_EST_COST

int

NULL

AUTO_LINE_NUMBER

int

NULL

TYPE_OF_WORK

varchar

40

LIMITS_FROM

varchar

40

LIMITS_TO

varchar

40

LAYMAN_DESCRIPTION1

varchar

60

LAYMAN_DESCRIPTION2

varchar

60

BEG_MILE_POINT

decimal

NULL

END_MILE_POINT

decimal

NULL

CONTRACT_CSJ

varchar

9

PRIORITY_CODE

varchar

1

PDP_LET_DATE

int

NULL

DIST_LET_DATE

int

NULL

ORIGINAL_PLANNED_LET_DATE

int

NULL

DIST_LET_CHANGES_NBR

int

NULL

APPRVD_LET_DATE

int

NULL

ACTUAL_LET_DATE

int

NULL
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EST_ROW_COST

decimal

NULL

DATE_EST_ROW

int

NULL

RA_FLAG

varchar

1

PROJECT_NUMBER

varchar

20

CONST_COMP

int

NULL

PSE_COMP

int

NULL

ROW_COMP

int

NULL

REMARKS

varchar

60

DIST_ENG_EST

decimal

NULL

MISC_COST

decimal

NULL

PROJ_BID_AMOUNT

decimal

NULL

TOT_OBG_AMOUNT

decimal

NULL

EC_PERCENT

decimal

NULL

ITEM_500_AMOUNT

decimal

NULL

ANCESTOR_CSJ5_1

varchar

9

ANCESTOR_CSJ5_2

varchar

9

ANCESTOR_CSJ5_3

varchar

9

ANCESTOR_CSJ5_4

varchar

9

ANCESTOR_CSJ5_5

varchar

9

DESCENDENT_CSJ5_1

varchar

9

DESCENDENT_CSJ5_2

varchar

9

DESCENDENT_CSJ5_3

varchar

9

DESCENDENT_CSJ5_4

varchar

9

DESCENDENT_CSJ5_5

varchar

9

RDWY_FUNCT_CLS

int

URBAN_RURAL

varchar

PVMT_TYPE

int

NULL

EXST_MNLN_NUM

int

NULL

EXST_MNLN_TYPE

varchar

EXST_FTG_NUM

int

EXST_FTG_TYPE

varchar

2

EXST_LENGTH

decimal

NULL

PROP_MNLN_NUM

int

NULL

PROP_MNLN_TYPE

varchar

PROP_FTG_NUM

int

PROP_FTG_TYPE

varchar

2

PROP_LENGTH

decimal

NULL

EVAC_RTE

varchar

1

LANE_MILES

decimal

NULL

SHLDR_MILES
PRES_ADT

decimal
int

NULL
NULL

NULL
1

2
NULL

2
NULL
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PROJ_ADT_YEAR

int

NULL

PROJ_ADT

int

NULL

PERCENT_TRUCKS

decimal

NULL

PROP_DSGN_SPD

decimal

NULL

PES1_LANES

varchar

2

PES1_SCORE

int

PES2_LANES

varchar

PES2_SCORE

int

TERRAIN

varchar

1

CITY_CODE

decimal

NULL

DIST_PRIOR

varchar

2

COMMENTS1

varchar

65

COMMENTS2

varchar

65

COMMENTS4

varchar

65

ENGINEER_NO

int

NULL

AUTHORIZATION_DATE

int

NULL

LET_SCH_LOCK_FLAG

varchar

1

LET_SCH_1

varchar

4

LET_SCH_2

varchar

2

LET_SCH_3

varchar

2

SPEC_BOOK_YR

int

TRUNK_SYS_FLAG

varchar

1

BEG_REF_MARKER_NBR

varchar

5

BEG_REF_MARKER_DISP

decimal

NULL

END_REF_MARKER_NBR

varchar

5

END_REF_MARKER_DISP

decimal

NULL

MPO_CODE

int

NULL

TIP_FY

int

NULL

COMMENTS3

varchar

65

HISTORICAL_BRIDGE_FLAG

varchar

1

BRIDGE_LAST_UPDATED_DATE

int

NULL

LINE_NUMBER_CARD12

int

NULL

KOW_BROAD_CODE

varchar

SEG_ID

varchar

MAINT_FUNCTION_CODE

int

NULL

ADDL_ROW_METRIC_MEAS

decimal

NULL

EXIST_LENGTH_METRIC_MEAS

decimal

NULL

PROP_LENGTH_METRIC_MEAS

decimal

NULL

LANE_LENGTH_METRIC_MEAS

decimal

NULL

PROJ_LENGTH_METRIC_MEAS

decimal

NULL

SHLDR_LENGTH_METRIC_MEAS

decimal

NULL

NULL
2
NULL

NULL
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1
2

LOCAL_CONTRIBUTIONS_AMT

decimal

NULL

STIP_PROJECT_ID

varchar

20

STIP_PHASE_CODE

varchar

8

STIP_REVISION_DATE

varchar

8

STIP_IMPLEMENT_AGENCY_CMNT

varchar

15

STIP_REVISION_LOCK_FLAG

varchar

1

STIP_PROJECT_DESCRIPTION1

varchar

65

STIP_PROJECT_DESCRIPTION2

varchar

65

STIP_PROJECT_DESCRIPTION3

varchar

65

STATEWIDE_CSJ

varchar

9

RESP_SECTION

varchar

3

NATIONAL_HIGHWAY_SYSTEM_FLAG

varchar

1

CONSULTANT_FLAG

varchar

1

DONATED_FLAG

varchar

1

COMMENTS5

varchar

65

TAPERED_MATCH

varchar

1

TOLL_CREDITS

int

PART_WAIVED_PROJECT

varchar

1

ECON_DIS_CO_PROJECT

varchar

1

STATE_LOA

int

POPULATION_AREA

varchar

3

DESIGN_STANDARD

varchar

2

PE_FEDERAL_LOA

int

PE_APPN_CODE

varchar

4

PE_FEDERAL_DOLLARS

decimal

NULL

PE_DISTRICT

int

NULL

MAX_FED_FUNDS

decimal

NULL

TO_DISTANCE_FROM_ORIGIN

decimal

NULL

FROM_DISTANCE_FROM_ORIGIN

decimal

NULL

BRIDGE_REMARKS1

varchar

65

BRIDGE_REMARKS2

varchar

65

MATCH_AMOUNT_TOTAL

decimal

NULL

TOTAL_COST_DOLLAR_PE

decimal

NULL

BOND_INTEREST_PAY_AMT

decimal

NULL

INTEREST_TYPE_CODE

varchar

2

CMCS_LET_FLAG

varchar

1

TRM_UPDATE_FLAG

varchar

1

PRESERVATION_PERCENT

int

NULL

MOBILITY_PERCENT

int

NULL

ROW_CSJ

varchar

9

MEGA_PROJECT_ID

varchar

5

NULL

NULL

NULL
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LOCK_FLAG_P02

varchar

1

ABATEMENT_AUTH_DATE

decimal

NULL

BRIDGE_INDICATOR_FLAG

varchar

1
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